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We introduce a representation of geometric shapes by vectors in an inner product 
space. A suitable renormalization procedure results in bounded regions of R” being 
represented by vectors of finite length. 
0. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
The problem of optimization of a domain is perhaps one of the oldest 
variational problems reflecting basic geometric or surveying difftculties 
encountered even by the ancient civilizations. The problem of Dido is the 
best known historical example. In the content of modern calculus the 
problem of domain optimization was raised by J. Hadamard in [I]. The 
interest in Hadamard’s approach was recently revived by Cea [2] and his 
immediate collaborators (see, for example, [6]). 
There exists a closely related class of problems such as the spectral 
problems encountered in classical mechanics and elasticity. The very widely 
researched problem of spectral properties of the Dirichlet problem on a 
compact domain R belongs to this class. So far the approach taken by most 
researchers in identifying a shape of a region and “improving it” by 
successive small changes relative to the value of some cost functional, (which 
uniquely depends on that shape) was to introduce a suitable isomorphic 
transformation of the space, mapping the given shape into a simpler one (say 
a unit disc) and reflect small changes in the shape by appropriate small 
perturbations of this map. Unfortunately the physics of the problem does not 
permit such a map to be a conformal map, or even a differentiable (real 
valued) map. While numerical techniques appear to make some progress, the 
theory seems to be restricted to a few basic results obtained by Cea [2, 51. 
In this article we propose an entirely different approach based on a 
representation of shapes by vectors in a Hilbert space. 
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1. INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS REGARDING TERMINOLOGY 
FORTHE NON-STANDARD MODEL 
The basic “non-standard” concepts of this paper are all derived from the 
classic work of Abraham Robinson, cf. [ 111. We make no pretense of 
enlarging upon the theory of non-standard models per se; all the results in 
the papers are “applied.” Various technical lemmas of Robinson [ 111, 
Luxemburg [ 131, or the general folklore will be used, often implicitly, to link 
together the steps in our arguments. A certain very simple formal language 
9 will suffice for our “logical” purposes. The key properties of 9, in 
interaction with its non-standard model 8, are given in Appendix II, to 
which we shall frequently refer. (8 is defined in Appendix I.) In this 
introduction, we shall merely specify our main notational and terminological 
conventions and allude to some of the most fundamental properties of 8. 
For simplicity’s sake, we shall take as our base (or “standard”) structure 
the real line R. (All our arguments are valid for base structure = arbitrary 
R”, n > 1, and several of them extend without significant modification to an 
arbitrary metric space as base.) The finite-rank “universe” I?, based on R, is 
described in Appendix I; from there one passes to the non-standard extension 
*R in which the analysis is to be done. The most immediate property of R is 
that all functions and relations in which we are interested, for the purposes of 
ordinary real analysis, are elements of R. The most immediate property of @ 
is that R is embedded in @ as an elementary submodel (see Appendix II) 
relative to the language L. @ is much bigger than R: it contains “real 
numbers” which are larger in absolute value than any positive elements of 
R; the reciprocals of such giant reals are called inJnitesimafs. The set of all 
infinitesimal reals in the @-version, *R, of @ together with zero, constitute 
the so-called “monad of zero,” and will be denoted by ,D (0). p(O)+ will 
denote the positive elements of p(O). More generally, if r E R then ,D (r) 
denotes {x E *R 1 (x-r) Ep(O)}. (We shall avoid the pedantry of using 
different symbols to denote subtraction in R and its extension to *R; 
similarly with other operations and relations of analysis.) *Ry and *R,? will 
denote, respectively, the sets of positive infinite and negative infinite elements 
of *R and *R” U *Ry . *R - *R will be denoted by *RBd (the bounded - 
part ok the non-standard real line). For x, 4’ E *R, we write x “4’ to mean 
that x - 4’ E p(O). If x E *R,,, we denote by St(x) that unique element 4’ of 
R (see [ll]) such thaty-x. 
Finally, analogus with our use of the notation *R, we shall denote by *S 
the @ version (i.e., the non-standard extension) of any set S belonging to I?. 
The reader may wish, as this point, to examine the Appendices. 
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2. AN ANALYTIC REPRESENTATION OF ADMISSIBLE REGIONS 
For the sake of simplicity we shall discuss the two dimensional case, but 
the entire discussion extends trivially to R”, n > 2. 
We shall consider at first only star shaped regions. Since the class of 
problems discussed here is translation invariant in R2, we shall assume 
without any loss of generality that the region (shape) R is star shaped 
relatively to the origin. We assign a map 4 from the star-shaped, bounded 
region Q into a separable Hilbert space, which is identified with the space of 
square summable sequences f2. A system or orthogonal basis of will be 
denoted by e,, e,, e3 ... . Instead of describing an open region by a equation 
of the form r =f(B), we shall associate with the sequence of numbers 
(c,, c?. cj . . . . } defined by 
f (;), f ($) )...) f ‘2n+;; lb 7 
. . . 
The lengths of line segments from the origin to the corresponding inter- 
sections with R are denoted by Ci, i = 1, 2, 3,... . Since a countably dense set 
on the boundary L?R defined uniquely the shape of R, this shape is deter- 
mined by specifying the coefficients of countably many orthogonal vectors in 
the Hilbert space 3. For example, the Hilbert cube represents the unit circle. 
Of course in the usual norm of Z the shapes are not representable by 
vectors since 2 Cf = co. 
In the subsequent Sections 3 and 4 we shall only consider star-shaped 
regions. However, small perturbations of such regions by non-star-shaped 
regions are easily defined. Additions of regions fJ, + Q, are defined in the 
obvious manner by adding the coefficients of the vectors e, in the Hilbert 
space. 
Note. For the sake of simplicity of notation the perturbing shape was 
assumed convex. 
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e, 
FIGURE I 
Continuity is fairly easily defined. The shape has a continuous boundary if 
and only if 
lirn (Ci+,,-Ci)=O for all i = 1, 2, 13,... . 
n-zc 
(Clearly, in a different scheme of assigning the unit vectors {ei) to the 
boundary points we would have a different definition of continuity.) We shall 
try to clarify a point. In general, as already stated, we do not demand the 
star-shaped property, particularly we do not restrict ourselves when applying 
perturbations which involve small values of the coefficients Ci by insisting 
on retaining the positive values of such intersections. We propose the 
following scheme. If the first segment does not intersect the shape in the 
positive (west) direction we assign a negative number, C,, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 
We simply superimpose the projections of e, and e2 by representing them 
in the plane by the same line. However, the coordinates of the basis 
e, , e,, e, ,... can be either positive or negative. (But e, remain orthonormal in 
R!) If a half-line in the plane fails to intersect the shape R in either the 
positive or negative direction we assign zero the corresponding coefficient of 
a base vector in the Hilbert space R. The addition of shapes becomes the 
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FIGURE 2 
coordinate addition. Multiplication by a constant is defined in the obvious 
manner. We multiply R by C if we multiply each coordinate in R by C. 
We summarize our discussion so far. A shape Q is identified with a 
sequence of orthogonal vectors in a Hilbert space Z’. While Z could be 
mentally identified with I?, this is not the topology we shall adopt in our 
subsequent considerations. At the same time .while I, is almost a natural 
topology, we shall only use it in certain obvious estimates. 
Note. The sequence (ci} belongs to I, if and only if the region R is 
bounded. 
For bounded starlike regions R with a continuous boundary we construct 
a Hilbert space Z, such that each region R is identified with a unique vector 
in 2. 
We introduce the following operations on open sets. 
Let ~2’ be represented by a sequence (ci, ci, c:...), and R2 by the sequence 
{c:, cf, c: ,... ]. Then R’ + R2 is represented by {c: + c:, c: + c:, c: + c: ,... }. 
The multiplication by a scalar A E R is defined by ilR = (AC,, AC,, AC, . ..). 
For sequences {c,} such that the limit 
exists. 
(2.1) 
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we introduce an inner product 
where 
A = (a,,a,,a,,...}, B = (b,, b,, b, ,... }. 
(The fact that this is an inner product is easily verifiable.) We observe that 
equivalence classes are established by factoring out the Frechet filter. Clearly 
two sequences are indistinguishable in this inner product space if they differ 
in only a finite number of terms. 
This property strongly suggests some advantages in the use of terminology 
and concepts of nonstandard analysis, permitting us to avoid some lengthy 
sequential arguments and limiting processes. 
Let us make a few elementary remarks first, making use of the non- 
standard concepts. 
The statement lim,,( l/m r”‘, cf) exists, implies the existence of a 
number C E R such that for any infinite integer m E *Z, C = (l/m) x’!=, CT, 
or equivalently for any infinite integers 
LEMMA 1. The set of sequences atisfying condition (2.1) forms a Hilbert 
space with the inner product (., . j. 
The only properties we need to prove are (1) completeness (2) the 
triangular inequality for the norm 11 A 11 = (A, A)“‘. 
To prove completeness, let us take a Cauchy sequence of elements of 3’. 
Hence for any infinite i, jE *Z, IIA’-A’11 z 0, where {A’}, (A’/ are 
sequences which belong to Z. That is, we consider a sequence of sequences 
{Ak/. k = 1, 2 ,..., Ak = (a:, u: . . . 1, k = 1, 2 ,... . The Cauchy criterion implies 
that for any ME *Z 
1 
-( A4 
(Clearly (l/N) rf, (a:)’ = 0 and (l/N) Cf, (ujk)’ = 0 for any N E *Z,x, 
N>M.) 
By definition A’ and A-’ belong to the same element of *j%/;. But since the 
elements of all standard elements of X (sequences in P) are bounded (by 
some standard numbers -C, +C). that property is inherited by the 
nonstandard elements of *GY, i.e., by sequences Ak. k E *Z,,,. Hence a 
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standard sequence (ci\ belongs to the same equivalence class as A’ and A’. 
This proves the completeness of A?‘. 
We only need to prove the triangular inequality to show that \I 11 is a norm. 
Choose ME *Z, and consider 
However, for a finite sum (i = 1, 2 ,..., M) 
Hence. 
for any ME *Z, , which proves our contention. Hence, for any U(X) > 0 we 
can assign a norm Ilfi(\L = (a, a), . The product ( , ) defines a metric with 
respect o the norm 11 1. The distance d@2 r, a,) is defined by IJR, - G,lj,. 
We also define the space &;, of sequences (ci{ satisfying the condition 
lim C lcil < 03. N-z? I I i=l 
A product (A, B)n, in X; which is defined for {Ui} = A, {bi} =B by 
(A,B)= lim ‘6 {(signaisignbi)~ni~“‘~bi)“‘] 
,A-wo /r, 
does not have the necessary bilinear property to generate a Hilbert space 
structure. However, (A, A) is a norm; it will be denoted by 11 ilx;. 
Having defined the inner product and the Hilbert space structure of jM 
and the structure of & we can extend these concepts by defining a measure 
,u by the infinitesimal relation d, = u(x, y) dx &, where u(x, *v) > 0, 
d-rdy =dA FZ 0, in a region 6 c R2, such that 6 contains all shapes 
considered as elements of 3’. Obvious slight generalizations can be ignored 
at this stage of our discussion, such as, for example, u(x, y) > 0 a.e., where 
a.e. is understood in the sense of the usual Lebesgue measure in R2. u(x, y} 
can be discontinuous in 6. Such points of discontinuity can be legitimately 
ignored in the non-standard model if U(X, y) E L”(Q), p > I, since u(x, 4’) is 
indistinguishable in the LP(Q) from a *C” function Z&X, r). (For definitions 
and details see the article by the author and T. MacLoughlin 1121.) 
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3. THE GATEAUX DIFFERENCE 
We shall assume that U(X) is positive and defined a.e. Suppose that u(x) is 
independent of R. We could denote the Gateaux difference 
@,(Q + ~0,) - @JR) by F,(R,, L?). If it is a continuous function of 
(u, a,, Q) and A@ = @,(Q + ~0,) - Gf,(L!) = EF,(Q,, l2) + o(E*), F, can be 
called the Frechet difference. If a,, = 1 n u(x) dx then 
where 1 denotes the unit circle. Hence the Frechet derivative 
d@ % 
-= 
a2 
Ui. 1 = T Uiei, 
i?l 
where as before Ui are the average values of u(x) on the ray e, E X. The unit 
circle is the multiplicative identity 1 with respect o the weight U(X) 3 1. The 
usual inner product of functions in L2(R) (regarding R as fixed) is simply 
m vu,,:. where 1 is the unit disc. 
Unless u, u2 is positive in R the product ( , > is generally not an inner 
product, but it is certainly bilinear, which is the only property required in the 
sensitivity analysis. If u is fixed, the product (Q, , a,),, is bilinear in both 
and 
The case when 1( depends on R leads to products of the form 
If for each region R the function u(x) is uniquely defined a.e. then the 
average values rii are functions of the coefftcients C, and the product (3.2) 
depends on the shapes of the regions R, and 0, only, i.e., on the coefficients 
C,,, Czi, i = 1, 2 ,... . By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, as n --) co, we have 
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where 
ulj=fij(cli’ c,2,...7 C,,), 
u2i =“fzj(c2,’ c2 ’...’ C2J I 1 (j<n. (3.3) 
Again we observe that 
= 1 u’(x) d (area). 
-R 
(3.4) 
Hence, if we put R, = Q2 and U, = u2 and assert that u E L2(Q), then the 
limit (3.3) is just the Lebesgue or Riemann integral of u’(x). In the formulas 
(3.2) and (3.3) the coefficients of the regions Q,, R, and the functions u,(x), 
u2(x) appear in a symmetric manner indicating a complete duality. 
4. FUNCTIONALS FROM L ,(~S~)XGYINTO R FOR STAR-SHAPED REGIONS 
Let u(x) (x E &2) be integrable on XJ. Consider the contour integral 
where ui are the values of U(X) on the intersection of e, with %2 and Ci are 
the coefficients of the X’ representation of R. 
The length of the boundary is obtained by putting ui(x) = 1 (on an). We 
obtain 
(4.1) 
Hence, we have 
LEMMA 1. 3.0 is offinite length if and only if lim,, Cr=, (CJn) exists. 
Similarly we have 
LEMMA 2. The area of Q is Jinite if and only if lim,, ~~=, (Cf/n) 
exists. 
A number of classical problems suggest themselves, such as the ancient 
problem of Dido which is restated in our symbolism. 
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Given Ci, i = 1. 2 ,..., m,find Ci, i=m+l,m+2 ,..., /I, nE*Z suchthat 
(n xl=, (Ct/n)) = constant = C > 0, and 
@(ci) = lz:r=l c: 
X1-I ci 
is maximized for large values of m, n with n/m = constant. Alternatively, 
given (n/n) x1=, Ci = constant, maximize (42) CT= ,-Cf , which is the 
original problem of Dido. For n E *Z these are, respectively, equivalent o 
the following statements. 
(a) Minimize the length of the curve fZ with given points p, . p? as end 
points, given a curve Z-, having p, and pZ also as its end points such that the 
closed curve I’, U TZ encloses a given area. 
(b) Maximize the enclosed area for a given length of f, . We have the 
necessary condition form problem (a) in the pseudofinite formulation 
%@ - 0, ac,- j = m + 1, m + 2 ,..., n, 
ei+l 
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2cj 7C y= L ci -c=o, where C is the given area. 
n 
That is. 
cj+. *+Ir ;: ci 
[ 
-I 
. 
n tzl 1 
Alternatively this can be written as 
2 c, = c, 1 j = m + 1, m + 2 ,..., n, (4.2) k=m+l 
where A and C are given constants, the constant A representing twice the 
length of the given arc ri and C representing twice the area to be enclosed, 
respectively. 
This is a system of n - (m + 1) quadratic equations in the variables C’j, 
j = m + 1, m + 2,..., n, which after choosing some (standard) n can be solved 
on a high speed digital computer, using sparse matrix techniques. The 
Plateau problem is handled in an obvious manner following the three dimen- 
sional version of our representation of shapes (in R3) by vectors in 2. For 
an elementary expository presentation of relations between Plateau problem, 
Green’s functions, and conformal maps in C, see [7]. We make the following 
observations. Problem (a) related to the problem of Dido has solutions only 
if the system of quadratic equations (4.2) has real roots. The solutions so 
obtained are generally non-unique. In fact two families of solutions generally 
emerge. In the original postulation of the problem r, was a coast line of a 
portion of the African continent and only the solution which allocated the 
land area was considered acceptable. There were no territorial waters and 
nobody was interested in owning any area of the sea. For a popular 
description of the problem of Dido with a straight line replacing the line r, 
(representing the coast line of North Africa) and the description of related 
problem of Chaplygin [8, pp. 3-41, see Akhiezer [9, p. 2061. 
409,/82/Z-3 
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5. GATEAUX DIFFERENTIATION, FR~CHET DIFFERENTIATION 
We have set the basic technique for defining Gateaux derivatives with 
respect to a shape of an object in R2 in Sections 2 and 3. In this section we 
set out more methodically to derive the appropriate differentiation formulas 
and to establish some necessary condition for optimization of functionals 
with respect to the shape of the domain. The basic idea is simple. Let F(u, 0) 
be a real value functional, whose values depend continuously on a function 
U(X) defined in any region R, E Xc R’, where X denotes the set of 
admissible regions, and on the shape of the region R,. For the shape of the 
region R, we substitute a vector R, = xi=:, C,e, E .F (we use R to denote 
both the geometric region ~2 and the corresponding vector in cZ’). In general 
u(x), x E J2 depends or the shape of Q. i.e., on the coefficients Ci of R E-W. 
Hence U(X) = u&u, Ci). x E R c R’. We define the Gateaux difference 
F(Ci + &vi, U(x+ Ci + &)?i)) - F(Ci, U(x, C;) 
= E@(Ci, vi) + O(C2)3 
as before. @(Ci, vi) = dF,,(Ci) is the Gateaux difference computed at ( Ci} in 
the direction of vi. If the dependence of U(X) on the shape of the boundary is 
easily established, then computation of the Gateaux difference @(Ci. vi) is a 
fairly simple matter. Moreover if @(Ci, vi) is a continuous linear functional 
of the vector (vi}, the Riesz representation theorem is applicable in the form 
@ = (vi, b(C,), where ( , ) denotes an inner product in X. d(C,) shall be 
called the Frechet derivative of F(B, u(x)) with respect to R. 
THEOREM 1 (see Vainberg ]lO]). Suppose that the Fre’chet derivatitle 
$(Ci) of the functional F(Ci, u(Ci)) exists. Then a necessary condition for 
local extremum of F is 
qqCi) = 0. 
A Simple Example of Application 
Minimize the area enclosed by a closed simple curve r of unit length, with 
no other constraints imposed. In our representation we wish to minimize 
rr(Cy=, Cf)/n subject to z(C~=, C,)/n = 1, as n + co. We use a non-standard 
model of R2, then choose a fixed infinite integer n, and invoke the transfer 
theorem. Applying the Lagrange multiplier technique we make use of 
Vainberg’s theorem to assert a necessary condition for an extremum of 
((Cy=, Cf/, -/i zy=, C,)/n) and to obtain Ci = n = constant. This is a 
very well-known result stating that r must enclose a circular area. 
Again we stress that this example was given for the sake of simplicity. 
Any auxiliary condition of the form @(Ci) = 0 can easily replace the 
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condition rr(~~=, C,)/n = 1. The use of a non-standard model enabled us to 
completely bypass limiting arguments which were really not too difficult in 
the case discussed. but could become very complex in some more general 
cases. 
6. A FORMAL APPROACH TO THE PERTURBATION 
OF THE SHAPE OF A REGION 
For the sake of simplicity concepts of non-standard analysis will be used 
in this part of the the paper. Readers are referred to [ 111, or to any of the 
more recent expository articles for the definitions and foundations of the 
subject. 
Here we consider a non-standard model *R* which is an enlargement of 
R’. The standard points of the curve r form a pseudofinite subset of *R* 
containing N-points (where obviously N is an infinite integer). We associate 
the rays ei. i = 1,2 ,..., N, with this discrete set, and on each ray we choose a 
discrete number of standard points, Pi,kr k = 1, 2...., n, whose distance from 
the origin is pi,kr with P,.~ = Cj, (where k is standard). We reorder the 
vectors ei so that the angle between consecutive vectors ek and ek+ r (which 
have been reordered for convenience) is equal to 271/N. The infinitesimal 
vector Piei may be regarded as a basic element of the unit circle decomposed 
into N equal parts with N infinite and k-standard, k = 1, 2,..., N. 
The perturbation of a region R by any vectors /?ei produces a single point 
discontinuity on Jf2. However, this could be still regarded as a *C” shape in 
*R’. If p is infinitesimal we refer to 6$2 =/Iei as an infinitesimal point 
perturbation of the shape Q with each infinitesimal point perturbation ei we 
associate a continuous perturbation of the (starlike) shape Q as follows. 
The entire shape f2 is approximated by * equivalent shape having a 
polygonal boundary denoted by L&I’. The modified polygonal boundary 
agrees with LX2 except on the segments having Ci-, e,_ , , C,ei and Ci + , e,, , , 
C,e, as end points respectively. Only one vector is modified, namely, Ciei, 
which is replaced by (Ci + pi) e,. The polygonal path describing the shape of 
*?R (therefore of f2) becomes in the standard model 8R, as the “standard 
part projection” associates with each point of *Zf2 the unique nearest 
(standard) point of 82. Hence, the infinitesimal bump aiR disappears in the 
“standard part” map. 
THEOREM. Let @(L?) be a continuous d@erentiable map of 51 (considered 
as an element of-X) into the reals. Then @ has a local minimum at d if and 
onl! if 
@(*a + s,*Q > @(l-2), i = 1, 2.. .., N. (A) 
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f& ,,’ 
/. 
e. 
FIGURE 4 
ProoJ The following statement is true in the standard model of M. There 
exists an E > 0 such that @(a)< @(a) for any LI such that 
max(d(fi, 0)) < E, the distance d denoting the usual max(min,,,,,,,(x, II)). 
This statement can be easily formulated in the first order language, and by 
application of the transfer theorem it is valid in *&“. Taking E to be an 
arbitrary fixed infinitesimal and identifying Si*@2) with such s-perturbation 
completes the argument for the necessity of the inequality (A). To show that 
it is also sufficient we observe that the condition (A) implies the vanishing of 
the derivative Qn in the non-standard model. 
By the transfer theorem the same statement is true in the standard model, 
moreover @on is positive in the neighborhood of the shape n’, which 
completes the argument. 
This theorem leads to a formal manipulation of the boundary shape 
allowing affects of small “bumps” to be calculated in some discrete version 
of the problem. A sophisticated version of this approach has been carried out 
by Cea et al. in [5]. 
APPENDIX I:UNIVERSER AND FORMAL LANGUAGE L 
The setting for all standard definitions and results in the paper is the 
collection R’ consisting of the real numbers R together with all the sets of 
finite rank based on R as the domain of individuals. Precisely, Z? is defined 
thus: 
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l?(O) =R; 
d(n+l)=P(gnd(k)), whereP(A),foranysetA, 
denotes the powerset of A ; 
d = u R(n). 
n 
In Appendix II, we shall “axiomatically” describe the non-standard 
extension @ of Z? which is the setting for the arguments in the paper; first, 
however, we must indicate the language L relative to which @ will be an 
“elementary extension” of R. 
L is to be a first-order language with identity, of the usual kind (for the basic 
syntax and semantics of such languages, we refer the reader to [ 141 or to 
any other of the many available sources on non-infinitary first-order logic 
and its model theory). The binary relation symbol E and the ternary relation 
symbol Pr are to be present in L as its only “nonlogical” relation constants. 
For each x in L? there shall be in L corresponding constant symbol x which 
“names” x. In R^, the sentences “x E y” and “Pr(z, x, y)” are to be inter- 
preted, respectively, as asserting that x is a member of the set y and that 
z = (x, y) = ((x), (x, y)}. (I nc usion of the symbol Pr in L is a convenience 1 
item). ‘&x = y” is, of course, interpreted in Z? as the assertion that x = y. The 
only other symbols for L are: variables vO, v , ,...; propositional connectives 
&, V, -1, and - (for and, or, implies, and not, respectively); quantifiers 3 and 
V (for exists and for all. respectively): and, finally, “punctuation” symbols 
[ , 1. and comma. (The reader will note that theformal symbols E and = of 
L are here written in the same way exactly as their respective R^- 
interpretations of membership equality; this is a matter of convenience which 
can hardly cause any real confusion.) 
APPENDIX II: @ 
The non-standard context of our work is a non-Archimedean ordered 
field-extension 8, of R^, satisfying the following “axioms”: 
(1) 6~ is an L-structure (as defined, say, in [O]). 
(2) @ is an elementary extension of R’ with respect to L; that is, for 
each sentence @ of the language L we have that @ holds in I? if and only if 
@ holds in @ (note that each element of I? has a name in L). 
(3) @ is an enlargement of R^; i.e., if b is any binary relation such that 
(i) b E R^ and (ii) whenever F is a finite set of elements of the domain of b we 
have b(x, y) for some fixed y and all x E F, then there is a fixed element y’ 
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of R such that J” satisfies the formula b(x, tjo) in R for all x E domain (b). 
(Note that, on account of (2), .r’ cannot in general be the R-interpretation of 
a constant 2 of L). 
It is proven in (for example [ 141 that 8, satisfies conditions (l), (2), and 
(3), can be obtained as an ultrapower of I?; for a general discussion of 
ultrapowers and of “Los Theorem” (which provides condition (2) for 0, see 
[ 141. An important special class of objects in @ are the strongly internal 
objects; they are just those elements x of @such that x satisfies (in @) the L- 
formula u0 E J for some y E R’. The most fundamental examples of strongly 
internal objects which are not, themselves, @-interpretations of constants of 
L are the so-called infinitesimal @reals (see Section I). A very useful 
property possessed by our ultrapower 8, in addition to (2) and (3), is the 
property o countable saturation (for a general discussion of saturation and 
for material from which the countable saturation of @ in the sense to be 
defined is derivable, see [ 141: this means that if LD is obtained from L by 
adjoining new constants denoting the elements of D, where D is an arbitrary 
countable subset of@, and if C is a countable set of formulas of LD such that 
each [ E C has zl,, as its unique free variable, and if each finite subset CF of 
C is simultaneously satisfiable in @, then C is simultaneously satisfied by 
some z E 8. (Thus, countable saturation is an “internal compactness” 
phenomenon.) As an example of countable saturation, consider the 
following: 
PROPOSITION. Let ( ri / i E N} be any non-empty countable set of positive 
elements of *R. Then there exists p E *R such that /I > 0 and P/r! is 
injinitesimal for all i. 
Proof. Let T = ( ri 1 i E N 1; and let D = a set of new constants di, one for 
each ri E T. Clearly, each finite subset of the following set of LD-formulas F, 
is simultaneously satisfiable in R: 
F,, is the z.10 E R and 0 < u0 and tjo/di < I/n; here n E N’ = the set of all 
(standard) positive integers. By countable saturation, all F, are satisfiable by 
a fixed /3 E *R; clearly such a p is as required by the Proposition. 
Note that the above proposition both establishes the mere existence of 
infinitesimals in *R and, at the same time, shows that if C is any 
(standardly) countable collection of infinitesimals then there is an 
infinitesimal which is simultaneously “of higher order” than all elements of 
C. (Other examples of the utility of countable saturation abound.) 
Finally, we observe that higher levels of saturation can be built into 
enlargements of I? by intertwining the enlargement-yielding construction with 
a saturation-producing construction due to Keisler, and appealing to the 
well-known Tarski-Vaught theorem on unions of chains of elementary 
extensions. Also, by merely iterating the enlargement-yielding construction 
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once (replacing R by R at the beginning of the iteration step), we obtain an 
elementary extension of R (with respect o a language containing names for 
all elements of R, and taking into account all membership and pairings that 
occur in R) in which a nonstandard copy of p(p) occurs as an object, for 
each p E R. No particular uses for such “second-level extension,” however, 
are apparent in connection with the investigations of the present paper. 
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